Breonna Taylor is Fake
and so is the aftermath
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Miles' papers have shown that the deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Trayvon Martin and Tupac Shakur were,
most likely, not deaths at all.
http://mileswmathis.com/maud.pdf
http://mileswmathis.com/trayvon.pdf
http://mileswmathis.com/2pac.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Crump
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7623616/
Benjamin Lloyd Crump, involved in all three, is a big time civil rights lawyer who comes in after the
"facts" of a high profile case are firmly established in the media. His job is to get the money. Nothing
new here, a lawyer chasing money, but is Crump is just another lawyer or is he an inside player,
connected to and witting of the machinations that propel these questionable deaths to the forefront of
the public consciousness?
https://heavy.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/gettyimages-499962096-e1492087103664.jpg
Wikipedia immediately rings up an 18 on Crump, and more. He was born October 10 - Chai - near Fort
Bragg in North Carolina, home of the 4th and 8th Psychological Operations Groups, where his
biological father served in the Army - no name, rank or assignment indicated. Odd. Wikipedia says
that Crump was sent to his mother's second husband for high school in Florida, but footnote #5
identifies his caretaker in Florida as his father. Both accounts say the Florida man was a math teacher,
but no place of employment is listed and still no name, and I can't sort out who the first husband was.
Footnote #3 only adds to the murkiness. Enough of this. A military father hidden to any degree
weighs heavily against the notion that Crump may be "just another lawyer".
Under the Career section heading of Crump's page are thumbnail sketches of his prominent cases, with
just two of them giving month and day. In the context of conveying the scope of his career, this is
unnecessarily precise information that produces the numbers we're all too used to seeing. The first
states that Trayvon Martin was killed on February 26, with month and day equaling an ace. The second
is this one: "[...]On August 11, 2014, the family of Michael Brown announced that they would be
hiring Crump to represent their case, especially as the death had been widely compared to the Trayvon
Martin case.[...]". Aces and an eight, demanding notice.
In 2017 Crump "investigated" the murder of Tupac Shakur in the television documentary series Who
Killed Tupac? IMDb's rating of a dismal 5.6 indicates that this is far from being good viewing, very
far, but the rating may tell us two useful things. Couple the 5.6 rating with a listed run time of four
hours and thirteen minutes (413) and, hello again aces and eight, with more to follow.

In an opinion piece on the jogger Arbery's case, Crump wrote, "[...]After 74 long days, on the eve of
what would have been Arbery's 26th birthday, the McMichaels were finally arrested and charged with
murder.[...]"
A little addition and we see that Crump himself has dealt aces and an eight, invoking intel's magic
numbers with his own written words. The same information could have been conveyed in several
different ways without leaving a suspect numerical marker. Crump begins, with this, to emanate the
odor of a willing player in old families' monkey business.
Another attorney's strange statement perhaps lends weight to that theory. Kevin Gouge, lawyering for
William "Roddie" Bryan, the man who recorded Arbery's encounter with the McMichaels, said that
Bryan "[...]was just a bystander and a 'pawn in a much larger game'[...]". Maybe that's just lawyer talk,
or maybe it's a peripheral actor in a con getting cold feet and trying to distance himself and his client.
Remember medical examiner Wayne Carver's weird statements at Sandy Hook?
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/policing/2020/05/08/ahmaud-arbery-killing-reminiscentlynching-ben-crump/3099887001/
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/12/us/ahmaud-arbery-video-william-bryan/
Crump's latest case came shortly after, and has shared headlines with, the Arbery business. This more
recent one is a killed-by-police in Kentucky for sleeping-while-black in a drug raid gone wrong
because the right address was 10 miles away saga that features a Taylor and a Walker, two names
Miles' readers have seen many times.* Bonus! The still living player is a black man charged with the
attempted murder of a white police officer, yet has been inexplicably released to "home incarceration",
irritating whites and the police. Added bonus! The slain heroine was a decorated EMT who was
"[...]helping to fight the coronavirus pandemic on the front lines[...]", irritating the public in general
and blacks in particular while simultaneously pushing the CV scam.
I don't mean to make light of someone being killed, of course, if someone really was killed. This story,
however, just seems fantastical. According to The Louisville Courier-Journal, "[...]Breonna Taylor,
26, was shot eight times by Louisville Metro Police officers who entered her apartment around 1 a.m.
March 13.[...]". Two eights, an ace and Friday the 13th, all nice and neat, though they neglected to
mention the Friday part.
It gets worse, or better, depending on how you look at it. Picture this: Breonna Taylor and her
boyfriend, Kenneth Walker, are in bed sleeping when the cops bust in. Walker, thinking they're
burglars, immediately starts shooting the way one is supposed to and hits one cop in the leg. Mayhem
ensues, with the cops blasting off 25 rounds which all somehow miss Walker, whose gun's muzzle
flash should have made him the focus of the return fire. I haven't found a single account indicating
Walker received so much as a scratch, which is beyond peculiar, considering the circumstances. The
cops, if all this really happened, would have been burning hot with righteous indignation over the
shooting of one of their own and could almost be forgiven if they had scuffed Walker up a bit after the
dust settled. They could have scuffed him up a lot without anyone being the wiser - they weren't
wearing body cameras. That's convenient, right? So we have no evidence any of this happened.
In Louisville apparently, if you want doors busted in and the citizenry shot up without the aggravating
bother of having a video record of it, you just assign it to what they call the Criminal Interdiction
Division because, you see, that division is exempt from the body cam requirement. This is genius!
Just exempt a division from a pesky requirement! Just make up some reason - they're exempt because

you say they're exempt! You can see that these Criminal Interdiction Division boys would also come
in handy, say, if you wanted a bunch of shots fired off in the middle of the night to fit a bogus narrative
you had already written.
One last thing. I didn't find any story assigning a number to the round(s) allegedly fired by Walker.
The fixed numbers in all accounts I've seen are 25 shots fired by police with 8 of them ending up in
Breonna Taylor. Total: 33.
Now, no matter if somebody had somebody do something shady and never mind if Taylor is really
alive or dead, the "facts" of this case are firmly established and it's time to bleed the taxpayers of
Louisville. As the drama unfolds in the courtroom, the angers and divisions already generated are kept
on slow boil by fresh reports in the press, and a smart, forward looking attorney is laying the
groundwork for possible book, movie and merchandising deals after the civil suit money is in hand.
If an event is manufactured, it's possible that the manufacturing entity gains the majority of it's profit
fairly far in the future by predicting swings in the public psyche that this sort of micro social
engineering is designed to push. Maybe it also gets a cut of the lawyer's dough which would, of
course, require the lawyer being in on the game. I'm way out of my depth here, speculating. Does the
heavily spook-marked Benjamin Crump know beforehand whether a case is clean or dirty? Can't say,
but it seems that having a lawyer in the house hip to at least a portion of the really big picture would be
a very useful tool - like having a gang of cops who don't need no stinkin' body cam.
https://www.thenation.com/article/society/breonna-taylor-was-murdered-for-sleeping-while-black/
https://www.lawenforcementtoday.com/louisville-judge-releases-man-who-shot-cop-to-homeincarceration/
https://www.newsweek.com/everything-we-know-about-fatal-kentucky-police-shooting-breonn-taylor1503877
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/05/15/minute-minute-account-breonna-taylor-fatalshooting-louisville-police/5196867002/
* I wouldn't know where to start with the genealogy business - just saying I've seen the names many
times in The Papers.
Miles: May 29. They have just spun this fake out into more fakery, with 7 people allegedly shot at a
fake protest over the fake murder. What to notice there: it happened at 11:30pm at night. Who holds a
rally at that time? Answer: no one except Intel.

